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https://www.eibabo.uk/siemens/circuit-breaker-40a-3va2140-5jp36-0aa0-eb13701886

Circuit-breaker 40A 3VA2140-5JP36-0AA0
Siemens
3VA2140-5JP36-0AA0
4042948825877 EAN/GTIN

749,40 GBP incl. VAT**
plus shipping

11 days* (DEU)

Extended product description for Circuit-breaker 40A Additional product descriptionSolid functionality with excellent practical value: This product is sourced from Siemens. The
item number of this product is EB13701886. In the eibabo® shop, the product is listed in the Circuit breaker transf. protect. product group in the Electrical material catalog. You
get a great product at a low price! This is a popular item at eibabo®, it receives a lot of search traffic and purchases. This product does not have our exclusive, high-resolution
3D images yet. We are working hard at our in-house 3D photography studio to produce images for this item. And don't miss this excellent product from Siemens! You can find
an overview with more data and information about the product here: Manufacturer item number: 3VA2140-5JP36-0AA0 EAN/GTIN: 4042948825877 Customs tariff number:
85362010 Item’s country of origin: Czech Republic Item contains copper / Metal surcharge included in price Product recommendations, optional accessories & alternative
products Frequently purchased itemsOur customers often purchase the following popular items in addition to the Circuit-breaker 40A, Siemens, 3VA2140-5JP36-0AA0: Circuitbreaker 160A Eaton, NZMB1-A160 Circuit-breaker 250A Eaton, NZMB2-A250 Circuit-breaker 630A Schneider Electric, LV432876 Recommendations for other relevant
productsThese useful items are also very popular and are often searched for and purchased with the Circuit-breaker 40A: Circuit-breaker 500A Siemens,
3VL5750-1DC36-2JA0 Circuit-breaker 25A Siemens, 3VA2025-7JP36-0AA0 Circuit-breaker 25A Siemens, 3VA2025-7JP42-0AA0 You can often find other related products
when you search for Circuit breaker transf. protect.. Check out other items from this manufacturer at the following link: Siemens.
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